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Four pillars to stem the contagion

- A deal for Greece that gives the country a chance
- EUR200-250bn recapitalisation of banks
- Expansion of the ECB balance sheet
- Common bond issuance - Eurobonds
Eurozone banks lag US peers on b/s repair

Source: IMF

ECB intervention could be larger than recently

Source: ECB
Eurobonds already exist

- EFSF: lending capacity EUR440bn
- EU: EUR42bn (EUR27bn for Ireland & Portugal)
- EIB: EUR170bn
  EUR392bn in all currencies
- Others: COE, EBRD, EUROFIMA

**ECB intervention**

Recent developments

- Contagion means that Italy is under the spotlight
- Banking system under pressure
- Policy-makers appreciate that action is necessary
- There have been concerns about the future of the euro
Spreads have widened for the bigger bond markets

Fiscal sustainability challenge for Italy
Stress in the money markets has returned

![Graph showing Three-month Euribor - OIS spread from Jan 08 to Oct 11.]
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Eurobond proposals

- An ideal Eurobond will:
  - be issued by an agent with fiscal authority
  - have a joint and several guarantee
  - be single tranche and provide liquidity to rival US Treasuries

- Recent proposals centre on three ideas:
  - Using the EFSF more efficiently
  - Guaranteeing single name issuance
  - Capped liability bond issuance (blue/red)
Five Eurozone AAA curves

Source: HSBC, Bloomberg

Blue/red bonds: questions on seniority

Source: HSBC, European Commission General Government Data Spring 2011
Eurozone bonds: E-Bills are the place to start

- Fiscal union is NOT a pre-condition for the start of an E-Bond curve
- Self-selection process to start E-Bills
- Ultra-low Bubill yields is result of uncertainty
- Very little yield difference between EFSF and EU

Evolution of actual and theoretical T.Bill yields

Source: HSBC, Bloomberg

* of 'self-selected eight' excluding Austria and Finland since they do not issue 12-month T.Bills
There is no ‘silver bullet’

- E-Bills and E-Bonds are part of the solution
- But more could be done by existing institutions:
  - ECB SMP could increase intervention to reduce liquidity pressure
  - ECB rates should be lower to help debt sustainability
  - EFSF could be used more efficiently
  - A ‘final’ deal for Greece
  - Bank recapitalisations are necessary

ECB rate cuts would give limited benefit

Source: HSBC
Note: EUR 1yr at forward points
What happens to Bund yields in the fourth quarter?

Five year Germany has performed like UK and US
Investment recommendations

- Uncertainty caps euro appreciation
- Bunds are expensive and vulnerable to improved sentiment
- Short-end of Bund curve is particularly rich
- Buy short-dated Italy and Spain
- Bank senior paper offers value
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